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[57] ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for measuring the stagnation
pressure of supersonic velocity gas streams without
the generation of shock waves which interfere with
such measurements. The technique is insensitive to
type of gas and Mach number and is therefore particu-
larly useful in the study of jet engine exhausts.
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STAGNATION PRESSURE PROBE pilot tube or other pressure measuring device is
mounted so that it is near the downstream end of the

™>i/-ixt /-«? TTJC iKn/cKm^xi curved surface, but it is placed far enough off the sur-ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION face tQ ̂  ̂  Qf my ̂ ^ ,ayer ̂  coM ̂

The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 terfere with the measurement. The supersonic air
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- stream is thus decelerated and compressed isentropi-
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National cally by the curved surface and the pilot tube measures
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law ihe pressure wilhoul any shock wave interfering wilh
85-568 (72 STAT. 435; 42 USC 2457). Ihe technique. This enables investigators to take direct

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ' ° measurements of stagnation pressure in such situationsBACKUKUUNU Oh 1 Hh IN VtIN 11UN ^ across thg path Qf a jgt engine exhaust where the

This invention relates generally to measuremenls of lype of gas and Ihe velocily are conlinuously changing,
gas slreams of supersonic velocily and more specifi- No further calibration factors are then required and no
cally to the measurement of the stagnation pressure of previous knowledge of the type of gas or Mach number
such a gas stream. - 15 is required. The resulting measurements may, in fact,

The measurement of stagnation pressure is a require- be used to compute the Mach number of the gas
ment of investigations in aeronaulics. Knowledge of slream.
ihis parameter is required in testing of bolh aerody- Allhough the greatesl benefit from the invention is in
namic surfaces and engines. Stagnation pressure is es- Ihe sludy of supersonic gas slreams, il is nol limited lo
sentially the static pressure resulting when the flow of 20 that velocity range. The invention is also convenient to
a gas stream is broughl lo resl isenlropically. Il varies use and accurate in bolh Ihe sonic and subsonic range,
wilh Ihe kind of gas, ihe Mach number and Ihe static
pressure. The phrase tolal pressure is sometimes used A secondary function of the invention is served by
in the same sense as stagnation pressure and the term pressure monitoring orifices positioned along the de-
recovered pressure meels Ihe same requiremenls in an 25 fleeting surface. The pressures from these orifices are
ideal syslem where Ihere are no losses in ihe conversion used lo operate instrumenls which indicate Ihe orienla-
of the kinetic energy of ihe moving gas lo ihe pressure lion of ihe surface in Ihe gas slream. The relative pres-
energy of ihe gas at rest. sures of such orifices alined along axes parallel and per-

Herelofore Ihe only available means of evaluating pendicular lo ihe gas slream are sensed and changes in
slagnalion pressure has been Ihe use of pilot tubes.and 30 ihese pressures are used as aids in maintaining Ihe ori-
similar devices lo secure a measuremenl of pressure enlalionof Ihe surface in Ihe gas slream. Such a syslem
which is adjusted by factors previously sludied lo arrive . can also be used lo determine the orienlation of super-
al a value for stagnation pressure. In gas streams flow- sonic aircraft flying in almosphere.
ing al supersonic velocities, however, ihe shock waves „„..»._ ^^^^^ ,^,^v, ^- ^,rr- ^n ..,,.•.,,,„
which accompany ihe phot tube and any other surface, 35 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
including Ihe surface being investigated, drastically af- FIG. 1 is a cross section view of Ihe invention in Ihe
feel Ihe reading of such a pilol lube. Moreover, Ihe ef- plane described by ihe gas slream which il deflecls,
feel of ihe shock waves varies wilh Ihe lype of gas and showing only Ihe leading edge of ihe surface;
Ihe Mach number so lhal in certain silualions, such as FIG. 2 is a lop plan view of Ihe invention;
Ihe sludy of a jel engine exhausl, irregular variations of 40 FIG. 3 is a perspective view of Ihe invenlion;
gas and Mach number make compulation of the adjust- FIG. 4 is a cross section view of two deflecting sur-
menl factors haphazard. The dependabilily of Ihe slag- faces placed in series in a gas slream showing only Ihe
nation pressure compulation suffers accordingly. leading edges of Ihe surfaces.

DE™LED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENT™
. number of Ihe gas. In such a case one of Ihe prime fac- The specific embodiment of the invenlion selected
tors used to adjust a pitol lube reading, ihe Mach num- for illustration is shown in simplified cross section form
ber is the very unknown being sludied leaving Ihe in- in FIG. 1 which shows the cross section of the leading
vestigator heavily dependenl on theoretical computa- edge 10 of the stagnation pressure probe. Leading edge
lions ralher lhan actual measured parameters. 10 is thai line of Ihe surface 9 which firsl meels Ihe gas

ci iv^ ADV r^r -T-UC iMwnMTir»xi stream. FIGS. 2 and 3 show oiher views of ihe same
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION configuration. The same numbers indicate Ihe same

II is Ihe primary purpose of Ihis invenlion lo provide parts in all views. FIG. 2 is a top plan view and FIG. 3
a means for the direct measurement of stagnation pres- is a perspective view of the invention. The curve of the
sure of a supersonic gas stream. This direcl technique leading edge 10 as seen in FIG. 1 is a smoolh curve
is independeni of adjuslmenl factors which may vary aboul an axis 25 perpendicular lo the axis of ihe flow
wilh Ihe conditions under which the measuremenls are of the supersonic gas. A typical flowline 11 of the sam-
laken. Il is accomplished by isenlropically decelerating pled part of ihe supersonic gas stream is shown being
a part of ihe gas slream and reading the pressure of that 6Q deflected toward pilot lube 12 by deflecting surface 9.
portion wilh conventional devices such as pilol tubes. The supersonic gas stream impinging on deflecting sur-
The deceleration and compression of ihe gas slream is face 9 forms a compression fan 13 ahead of the leading
caused by a curved surface placed in the gas stream. edge 10 of the deflecting surface 9. This compression
This surface is placed with ils leading edge approxi- fan 13 merges into shock wave 14 and down stream
mately parallel lo ihe direction of flow of ihe gas and 65 from the shock wave lies an area 8 of lower velocity
it consisls of a gradual curve into ihe flow such that it compressed gas undislurbed by ihe shock wave 14. In
does nol generate a shock wave sufficienl lo interfere this undisturbed area is placed a conventional pilot
with a measurement taken at its downstream end. A tube 12 which transmits the static pressure of the gas
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immediately adjacent to its upstream end to a pressure 15, 17, 19, 21 and 22 in deflecting surface 9 are .02
measuring device 7. Pilot tube 12 is placed at the down inch diameter holes drilled flush with the surface. This
stream end of the leading edge 10 sufficiently far from embodiment of the stagnation pressure probe demon-
the surface 9 to be unaffected by the boundary layer strates a true reading of stagnation pressure within 1
flowing along the surface. Since the gas stream in area 5 percent error in gas stream velocities in the supersonic
8 has been decelerated to the near sonic range, any range and down to subsonic velocities,
shock wave generated in this area immediately up- While the embodiment described above yields excel-
stream from the pitot tube 12 is of minor nature and lent results in the supersonic range other embodiments
does not interfere with the desired pressure measure- are used to measure stagnation pressures in higher ve-

ment. 10 locity gas streams. These variations consist of a plural-
The shape of surface 9 in the direction transverse to ity of deflecting surfaces placed in series progressing

the gas flow can have many variations. It may be a cir- downstream. FIG. 4 shows one of these variations with
cular cross section as shown in FIG. 3 at top edge 23, only two deflecting surfaces. Leading edge 10 here is
an ellipse, or a simple rectangular sheet with no signifi- similar to that described in the embodiment using one
cant depth dimension. The circular and elliptical sur- 15 surface. Leading edge 26 is similar to, but smaller than,
faces may be open or close upon themselves and be ei- edge 10 and is placed in the position 8 comparable to
ther solid or hollow. A critical aspect of the surface is the pitot tube of the previously described embodiment
that the width in the direction transverse to the gas flow where neither the shock wave nor the boundary layer
is limited so as to limit the growth of the boundary affect the measurement. At this position at the down-
layer. The surface 9 must be narrow enough to allow 20 stream end of the first deflection surface the typical
the boundary layer to spill off the edges of the surface flowline 11 of the gas stream which has been deflected
thus relieving the boundary layer and preventing sepa- by the first surface is picked up by the smaller deflec-
ration of the layer of creation of a disturbance up- lion surface which then deflects flowline 11 to pitot
stream from the pitot tube. The forward tip 24 of the tube 12. Pitot tube 12 is oriented toward the second de-
deflecting surface 9 is tapered to minimize the shock 25 fleeting surface in the same manner as the pitot tube is
wave in both its width as seen in FIG. 3 and in the sur- positioned in a single stage embodiment shown in FIG.
face thickness as seen in FIG. 1. 1. Each surface in the multistage technique contributes

The deflecting surface 9 of the stagnation pressure to the deceleration and compression of the sampled
probe-contains two patterns of pressure orifices which part of the gas stream so that in total the velocity is de-
allow verification and correction, if required, of the ori- 30 creased more than in the single stage arrangement. This
entation of the probe within the gas stream. Pressure is accomplished without breaking up the boundary
orifices 15, 17 and 19 form a line parallel to the typical layer since the smaller second deflecting surface allows
flowline 11 of the gas. Accuracy of the probe is en- the spill-off described above to relieve the boundary
hanced by alining the leading edge 10 of deflecting sur- layer growth:
face 9 as it approaches tip 24 into a parallel relation- 35 It is to be understood that the forms of the invention
ship with the axis of gas flow. While the probe is toler- herein described are to be taken as preferred embodi-
ant of misalinement up to the order of 10°, the ratios ments. Various changes may be made in the shape, size
of the pressures indicated at pressure orifices 15, 17 and arrangements of parts. For instance, the deflecting
and 19 are used to perfect this alinement. The pres- surface may be flat or cylindrical, may have other
sures along the surface 9 at the orifices 15, 17 and 19 40 smooth configurations or may be tapered in any of its
are read by pressure measuring devices 27, 28 and 29 dimensions. Also, the number, length and position of
attached by tubes 16, 18 and 20, respectively. The ra- the deflecting surfaces may be varied with the velocity
tios of these pressure readings are used to indicate the of the air stream studied. The embodiment described
relative position of the probe and changes in these ra- includes five pressure orifices in a particular pattern of
tios indicate deviations from the original orientation of straight lines. However, a nonlinear configuration of
the probe in the plane of deflection of the gas stream. pressure orifices or a greater or lesser number of holes
In a similar manner the pressure orifices 21 and 22 are could be used without departing from the invention,
used to indicate the orientation of deflecting surface 9 What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
relative to the planes transverse to the axis of flow of Letters Patent of the United States is:
the gas. 1. A method of directly measuring stagnation pres-

The preferred embodiment of the stagnation pressure sure of a gas stream having an upstream, downstream
probe described above consists of a cylindrical member and boundary layer of supersonic, subsonic, or sonic
of .372 inch diameter cross section at the top edge 23. velocity by decelerating said gas stream comprising the
The member is curved about an axis 25 such that lead- steps of:
ing edge 10 nearest the axis has a 2V4 inch radius of cur- directing the gas stream in a manner whereby a
vature for an angular sweep of 55°. The curve at the nearly isentropic deceleration and compression re-
forward tip 24 of the surface 9 is placed approximately suits, thereby rendering the gas stream incapable of
parallel to the direction of gas flow and the cross sec- forming an interference shock wave; and
tion 30 formed by cutting the cylinder at forward tip 24 ^ placing a pressure measuring means in the deceler-
forms a 7° angle with the tangent of leading edge 10. A ated part of said gas stream, clear of any adverse
.02 inch inside diameter, .04 inch outside diameter boundary layer and shock wave effects; and di-
pitot tube 12 protrudes .27 inch into the area of de- rectly measuring the stagnation pressure,
fleeting surface 9 described by the 55° angle at the 2. A method of directly measuring stagnation pres-
downstream end of the deflecting surface. The pilot 65 sure of a gas stream according to claim 1 wherein said
tube 12 is mounted flush against leading edge 10 since method includes the further step of:
the boundary layer effeci in Ihis region is less lhan the deflecting said gas stream by means of a deflecting
wall thickness of the pilot tube. The pressure orifices surface means to decelerate and compress said gas
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stream to nearly sonic velocity thereby rendering
said gas stream incapable of forming an interfering
shock wave; locating said pressure measuring
means near the downstream portion of said deflect-
ing surface means outside the boundary layer.

3. A method of directly measuring stagnation pres-
sure of a gas stream according to claim 1 wherein said
method includes the further step of:

placing a plurality of deflecting surface means in a
series arrangement progressing downstream
whereby each deflecting surface means contributes
to the deceleration and compression of the air
stream thereby rendering said gas stream incapable
of forming an interfering shock wave; whereby said
pressure measuring means is placed near the down-
stream portion of the last deflecting surface means
in the series and outside of the boundary layer.

4. An apparatus for directly, measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream having an upstream, down-
stream and boundary layer of supersonic, subsonic or
sonic velocity by decelerating said gas stream with a de-
flecting surface comprising:

deflecting surface means to deflect part of said gas
stream from its original direction of flow to a direc-
tion angularly displaced from the direction of the
balance of the gas stream thereby compressing and
decelerating said part of the gas stream to near-
sonic velocity rendering said gas stream incapable
of forming an interfering shock wave; and

pressure-measuring means located within said decel-
erated part of the gas stream near the downstream
end of said deflecting surface means and clear of
the boundary layer on said surface, and below any
interfering shock wave, said pressure-measuring
means directly measuring stagnation pressure.

5. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 4 wherein
said deflecting surface means begins approximately
parallel to the axis of flow of the gas stream and de-
scribes a smooth curve such that said surface is bent
into said gas stream thus increasing the the angle of de-
flection of said gas stream as the stream progresses
along the deflecting surface means.

6. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein
said deflecting surface means is also smoothly curved
in the planes transverse to the flowlines of said de-
flected gas stream such that a cross section of said de-
flecting surface means taken in any such plane trans-
verse to the flowlines of the deflected gas stream ap-
pears convex when viewed from the side of said surface
which deflects the gas.

7. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 6 wherein

said curve of said deflecting surface means in the
planes transverse to said flowlines of the deflected gas
stream closes upon itself such that cross sections of the
surface are closed smooth curves.

5 8. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein
the width of said deflecting surface means in the direc-
tion transverse to the flow of said gas stream is limited
to allow the flow of gas off the edges of the deflecting

10 surface means in order to limit the growth of the
boundary layer and to prevent separation of said
boundary layer.

9. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein

15 said deflecting surface means is tapered such that part
of said surface farthest forward into the gas stream is
the narrowest part of said surface.

10. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein

20 said deflecting surface means is comprised of a plural-
ity of curved surface means in a series arrangement
progressing downstream each contributing to the de-
celeration and compression -of said part of the gas
stream and wherein said pressure measuring means is

25 placed near the down stream end of the last curved sur-
face means.

11. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein
said pressure measuring means consists of a pitot tube.

30
12. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation

pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein
said pressure measuring means consists of a Kiel probe.

35 13. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 5 wherein
said deflecting surface means is provided with a plural-
ity of pressure monitoring orifices distributed on the
surface such as to sense changes in direction.

40 14. An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 13 wherein
said pressure monitoring orifices are alined such that
their centers form a line parallel to the flowlines of the
deflected gas stream thereby enabling the .sensing of

45 the relative orientation of said deflecting surface means
in the plane described by the deflected air stream.

15., An apparatus for directly measuring stagnation
pressure of a gas stream according to claim 13 wherein
said pressure monitoring orifices are aligned such that

50 their centers form a line perpendicular to the flowline
of the deflected gas stream thereby enabling the sens-
ing of the relative orientation of said deflecting surface
means to the planes transverse to the gas flow.
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